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The effective magnetic fields acting on Coso nuclei in Co-Pd alloys were measured by the oriented 
nuclei technique. Dilute solid solutions of Co in Pd were investigated for Co concentrations of 8.3, 2.0, 
0.3, 0.1 and 0.03 at.%. The fields acting on Coso nuclei in Co-Pd alloys were compared with the effec
tive field acting on the Co nucleus in metallic Co. When the Co concentration was reduced from 8.3 to 
0.1 at.%, the field acting on the Coso nucleus increased but it decreased at a concentration of 0.03 at.%. 
The alloy retained its ferromagnetic properties even at the lowest concentration investigated (0.03 at.% 
of Co). 

INTRODUCTION 

ALLOYS of transition elements of the 3d-group based 
on Pd have recently been attracting attention because of 
the occurrence of impurity ferromagnetism, i.e., ferro
magnetism of systems in which the magnetic centers 
are far from one another. It is assumed that the mag
netic ordering in such systems is due to an indirect ex
change interaction through the conduction electron band. 
Several experimental investigations have been published 
concerning the alloys in which transition metal atoms 
are dissolved in the fcc matrix of Pd. Alloys of ele
ments of the 3d-group with Pd have a number of inter
esting features. Thus, solid solutions of Fe, Co, and Ni 
in Pd are ferromagnetic even when the concentrations 
of these elements are very low. It has been established 
that ferromagnetism is observed when the impurity con
tent in Pd is at least 0.15 at.% of Fe, [1l 0.07 at.% of 
Co, [2l or 2.5 at.% of Ni. [1l These alloys have been in
vestigated by magnetic methods and the results obtained 
have indicated that the magnetic moments per one im
purity atom increase when the 3d-element dilution is 
increased. These moments reach values of R~12 Jl.B in 
the case of Fe-Pd alloys [1l and R~10 Jl.B in the case of 
Co-Pd alloys. r3l 

In addition to magnetic investigations, which yield 
information on the macroscopic properties of a sub
stance, microscopic investigations of the relevant sys
tems have also been carried out. In particular, the ef
fective magnetic fields acting on the impurity nuclei of 
the transition metal have been measured. Measurements 
of the effective magnetic fields acting on Fe57 nuclei 
have been carried out on Fe-Pd and Co-Pd alloys 
using the Mossbauer effect (in the latter case the Fe57 

nuclei were impurities in the alloys). Measurements of 
the dependence of the effective magnetic field acting on 
the Fe 57 nucleus on the concentration of Fe-Pd alloys r4l 
have shown that when the amount of Fe is reduced, the 
field decreases from a value of -335 kOe at 43 at.% Fe 
in Pd to -295 kOe for Fe in practically pure Pd (this 
value has been obtained by investigating a paramagnetic 
sampler5l). The results for Co-Pd alloys are different 
from those for Fe-Pd. The effective magnetic field 
acting on the Fe 57 nuclei present as an impurity in 

Co-Pd alloys has been found to be independent of the 
concentration of Co. Mossbauer effect measurements 
in the range of concentrations 3--100 at.% Co [sJ and 
0.07-4.5 at.% Co, [2l have shown that the field acting on 
the Fe57 nucleus remains constant and approximately 
equal to 300 kOe. 

Since the Mossbauer method can be used only to de
termine the field acting on an impurity Fe 57 nucleus, it 
seemed interesting to carry out measurements of the 
effective magnetic fields acting directly on the Co nuclei 
in solid solutions of Co in Pd. In such measurements, 
it is convenient to employ the method of oriented 
nuclei, especially radioactive nuclei, because sensitive 
recording methods enable us to carry out investigations 
of alloys with very low concentrations of Co. 

Preliminary results of the measurements of the ef
fective magnetic fields acting on the Coso nuclei in solid 
solutions of Co in Pd, determined by the method of 
oriented nuclei, have been reported by us in r7 ' 8l. The 
present paper describes a continuation of the investiga
tion of the effective magnetic fields acting on Coso 
nuclei in Co-Pd alloys at various Co concentrations, 
right down to a minimum concentration of 0.03 at.%. 

PREPARATION OF THE SAMPLES AND THE MEAS
UREMENT METHOD 

Solid solutions of Co in Pd were prepared by melting 
together Co and Pd (of 99.9 and 99.999% nominal purity) 
in a high-frequency furnace filled with helium. Alloys 
with high concentrations of Co were prepared by melt
ing together suitable amounts of the two components, 
while alloys with a low content were prepared by diluting 
high-concentration solid solutions in Pd. In this way, 
we prepared alloys with Co concentrations of 0.03, 0.1, 
0.3, 2.0, and 8.3 at.%. An activation analysis was car
ried out on the alloys obtained in order to check their 
composition; we compared the induced Coso activity in 
the samples under investigation and in pure Co. An ad
ditional check was provided by measuring the Curie 
temperatures of some samples, using a magnetic 
method. The activation analysis and the measurements 
of the Curie points confirmed the correctness of the de
termination of the Co concentrations in Pd. For exam-
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ple, the Curie point of the alloy with 0.1 at. % Co was 
Tc = 6. 7 ± 1 °K, in agreement with the results of 
Bozorth et al., [3J who reported Tc = 7 ± 1 oK for an 
alloy of this composition. 

The samples prepared by melting together the com
ponents were annealed for two to three days at ~900°C, 
then they were rolled and disks, 2.5-4 mm in diameter 
and 0.2-0.3 mm thick, were cut from the rolled strips. 
Samples prepared in this way were irradiated with neu
trons in a reactor to generate radioactive Co60 nuclei. 

The nuclei were polarized by the standard method in 
which a very low temperature was reached by the 
method of adiabatic demagnetization of a paramagnetic 
salt (chromium-potassium alum) and the nuclei were 
polarized by the effective field in the ferromagnet. An 
investigated sample was soldered to the end of a copper 
cold duct, which was inserted in a chromium-potassium 
alum block. To improve the thermal contact between 
the cooling salt and the cold duct, copper foil tabs were 
silver-soldered to the duct. A magnetic field, produced 
in an electromagnet, was applied to the cooled sample. 
The value of the magnetic field employed in the present 
investigation was usually 5. 7 kOe. Such a field was ob
viously sufficient to magnetize the Co-Pd samples to 
saturation but it did not affect the paramagnetic salt, 
which was separated by a distance of 20 em (the length 
of the cold duct) from the sample and protected by a 
magnetic screen. 

The temperature was determined from the value of 
the magnetic susceptibility of chromium-potassium 
alum. To convert the "magnetic" temperature to the 
"thermodynamic" scale, we used the results of Daniels 
and Kurti. [sJ Thermal equilibrium between the chrom
ium-potassium alum block and the sample was estab
lished after approximately 1 hour at T ~ 0.03°K, which 
was checked by special measurements of the effective 
magnetic field acting on the Co60 nucleus in metallic Co. 
The effective value of the magnetic field obtained in the 
present investigation, (2.08 ± 0.12) x 105 Oe, was in 
good agreement with the published value of Heff for the 
Co nucleus in metallic Co, which confirmed that the 
temperature of the sample was determined correctly. 
Such measurements of temperature at the position of 
the sample under investigation were made before and 
after each series of measurements on the Co-Pd alloys, 
all of which were carried out under the same conditions 
(the same cooling salt block and the same cold duct 
were used). The measurements were carried out in 
1.5-2 hours after the establishment of thermal equilib
rium, during which period the temperature of the sys
tem increased to 0.06-0.07°K. 

The 1. 33 ap.d 1.17 MeV y rays of Co 60 were recorded 
using four FEU -13 photomultipliers with Nal(Tl) crys
tals, directed at 0° (180°) and 90° (270°) with respect 
to the direction of the magnetizing field H. Four, rather 
than two, detectors were .used in order to increase the 
statistical accuracy. 

The degree of polarization of the nuclei is described 
by the Brillouin function 

!t=B1(~)= 2I+i coth ( 21 + 1 ~)-_!_ coth (~) 
21 2 21 2 ' 

~ = J.tHerr, • 
IkT 

( 1) 

Here, ll is the magnetic moment of the nucleus, Heff is 
the effective magnetic field acting on the nucleus, k is 
Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature, and I is the 
nuclear spin. 

The angular distribution of Co60 y rays (both transi
tions are of the E2 type) can be described by the follow
ing formula: [Iol 

W('fr) = 1- 15/ 7N2/2P2 (cos 'fr)- 5NJJ',(cos tt), {2) 

where Na = I/(2I- 1), N4 = 13/(1- 1){21- 1){21- 3); 
fa and f4 are functions of the orientation, governed by 
the parameter {3; Pa(cos .1) and P4(cos .1) are the 
Legendre polynomials; the angle .1 is measured from 
the nuclear orientation axis. 

At not-too-low temperatures, when {3 is small, 
f4 «fa and, therefore, the last term in Eq. {2) can be 
neglected. The orientation function 

f - 2(1+1) 
2 - 31 

/! ~ 
1 coth 2 {3) 

is found by measuring the anisotropy of the angular dis
tribution of the y rays emitted by the nuclei polarized 
or aligned at low temperatures. The decay scheme of 
the Co60 nucleus (I = 5) is known and, therefore, the 
coefficient N2 as well as the explicit form of the depen
dence of fa on {3 [Eq. (3)] are known, so that we can de
termine the parameter {3, having measured the value of 
the anisotropy E = [W(n/2) - W{O) .VW(n/2). Since the 
magnetic moment of the Co60 nucleus is also known 
(JJ. = 3.800 ± 0.007 nuclear magnetonsl11l), the value of 
the effective magnetic field acting on a nucleus, Heff, 
can be found if we know the temperature of a sample. 

RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of measurements of the effective mag
netic fields acting on the Co60 nuclei in solid solutions 
of Co in Pd of several concentrations were as follows: 

.At. % Co: 8,3 2.0 0.3 0.1 0.03 
Herr,105 0e: 2,06±0.18 2,60±0.18 2,60±0.20 2.8±0,20 1.30±0,10 

The errors indicated in the above table are random 
and do not include the inaccuracy in the determination 
of the temperature. 

Examination of the values obtained shows that the 
effective field increases when the Co-Pd system is 
diluted with palladium and at low Co concentrations the 
field is even greater than the field acting on the nucleus 
in pure Co. For 8.3 at. %Co in Pd, the field acting on 
the Co60 nucleus is eq.ual to the field in metallic Co, 
while at 0.1 at.% Co it reaches its maximum value 
representing (2.8 ± 0.20) x 105 Oe. The dependence of 
Heff on the impurity concentration obtained in the pres
ent investigation is different from the previously deter
mined (by means of the Mossbauer effect) dependence of 
the field acting on the Fe57 nucleus in the Fe-Pd sys
tem, for which the field decreases when the concentra
tion of Fe is reduced. [4] The investigation of even more 
dilute solid solutions shows that the field acting on the 
Co60 nucleus decreases and we find that Heff = (1.30 
± 0.10) x 105 Oe for 0.03 at. % Co. 

Magnetic investigations of the Co-Pd alloy contain
ing 0.03 at. % Co have shown that this alloy goes over to 
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FIG. I. Results of the measure
ments of the effective magnetic 
fields Heff acting on Co60 nuclei in 
Co-Pd alloys containing various 
concentration of cobalt (upper 
curve). The figure includes the con
centration dependence of the 
magnetic moment JJ. (expressed in 
Bohr magnetons) per one impurity 
atom (lower curve). [3 ] 

the ferromagnetic state at Tc = 1. 2 ± 0.3 o K. 1 > Thus, in 
the working range of temperatures (0.03-0.07°K), all 
the investigated samples were in the ferromagnetic 
state. The lower value of the effective magnetic field 
acting on the Co60 nucleus in the alloy with 0.03 at. %Co 
may be due to a weakening of the ferromagnetic inter
action due to the very strong dilution of the 3d impurity 
element. 

The dependence of Heff on the impurity concentra
tion, presented in Fig. 1, resembles very closely the 
concentration dependence of the magnetic moment per 
one impurity atom of a 3d element in the case of solu
tions of Co in Pd [3J and Fe or Ni in Pd [1J (for compari
son, Fig. 1 includes the magnetic moment curve for the 
Co-Pd system). The curve corresponding to the Fe-Pd 
system has a magnetic moment maximum at a concen
tration of 0.28 at. %Fe. At the minimum investigated 
concentration of 0.15 at.% Fe, the magnetic moment is 
less than the maximum value of the magnetic moment, 
equal to "'12 P.B· 

In the case of the Co-Pd system, the ferromagnetism 
was retained at the minimum investigated Co concentra
tion, but the value of the magnetic moment per one im
purity atom was not determined for this concentration. 
The magnetic moment had its largest value of 10 JJ.B for 
the solid solution with 0.1 at.% Co in Pd and it showed 
no tendency to decrease. The available data on the mag
netic properties of the Fe-Pd and Co-Pd systems 
indicate that the Co ion behaves a little more "actively" 
in Pd alloys than the Fe ion. Thus, at a concentration 
of 0.15 at.% Fe in Pd the magnetic moment per one im
purity atom is less than its maximum value, while in the 
Co-Pd system there is no such decrease even at 
0.1 at.% Co. The same conclusion follows from the re
sults on the Curie points: the Curie points of the Co-Pd 
alloys are higher, for the same impurity concentration, 
than the corresponding points of the Fe-Pd alloys. 
This may explain the different concentration dependen
ces of Heff of the Fe-Pd and Co-Pd systems; clearly, 
the determination of the causes of this difference in the 
behavior of the two systems requires further studies. 

Taking the value of Heff for the Co-Pd alloy with 
0.03 at.% Co, we can compare the behavior of the effec
tive field with the dependence of the localized magnetic 
moments acting on Fe and Ni atoms on the concentra
tion of these atoms in Fe-Pd and Ni-Pd systems, 
whose magnetic moment passes through a maximum 
and then decreases in the case of high dilutions. [1J We 
may assume that the Co-Pd system behaves similarly 

1lThe magnetic measurements were carried out by G.E. Karstens, to 
whom the authors are indebted. 

but the decrease in the magnetic moment takes place at 
lower concentrations of Co than those observed for Fe. 

The similarity of the dependences of the effective 
magnetic field acting on a nucleus and of the magnetic 
moment per one impurity atom indicates that the in
crease in Heff is associated with the increase in the 
magnetic moment of a cluster formed by an impurity 
atom and the Pd atoms surrounding it. 

Recent investigations of Low and Holden, [1 aJ who have 
studied the magnetic scattering of slow neutrons in 
ferromagnetic Co-Pd and Fe-Pd alloys, have made it 
possible to determine the distribution of magnetic mo
ments around an impurity center. It has been estab
lished that in alloys with low ferromagnetic impurity 
concentrations (~1%), a large number of Pd atoms 
situated near the impurity become polarized; the de
gree of polarization becomes less when the concentra
tion of the impurity i-s increased, which is obviously due 
to the overlap of the interactions of other impurity cen
ters. The interaction, resulting in the polarization of 
Pd atoms, affects up to 200 atoms of the matrix and ex
tends to distances of the order of 10 A. At such distan
ces between impurity atoms, the ferromagnetism of the 
alloy is still retained, as indicated by an estimate of the 
value of the minimum transition-metal impurity concen
tration necessary to obtain a ferromagnetic alloy. [1J 

The magnetic moments of the 3d-shells of Fe and Co 
atoms have been determined [12J for dilute alloys of these 
elements with Pd: these moments are, respectively, 
(3.5 ± 0.4) JJ.B and (2.1 ± 0.3) P.B· The moments in
duced by the polarization of Pd atoms nearest to an im
purity do not exceed (1/20) JJ.B, confirming that the giant 
moments associated with impurities are due to the 
large number of Pd atoms perturbed by each Fe and Co 
impurity. Since the magnetic moments of the 3d-shells 
of the impurities are approximately constant, we may 
conclude that the magnetic field acting on the Co nuclei 
is not only due to the magnetism of the 3d-shell of the 
dissolved atom but also to the polarized environment of 
Pd atoms. 

According to the model of Freeman and Watson, [13J 

we must consider two main contributions to Heff: that 
of the polarization of the electron shells of the core and 
that of the polarization of electrons in the conduction 
band. If the magnetic moments of the 3d-shell of Co in 
Co-Pd alloys and in pure Co are not very different, the 
dependence of Heff on the concentration should be as
cribed to the polarization of the conduction electrons. 
Assuming (in agreement with [13J) that the contribution 
of the conduction electron polarization to Heff is oppo
site in sign to the contribution of the polarization of the 
atomic core, we find that when the concentration of Co 
is reduced the degree of polarization of the conduction 
electrons decreases or the density of these electrons 
near the Co nucleus becomes less. The latter possibil
ity seems more likely because a reduction in the degree 
of polarization of the conduction electrons would have 
reduced the average magnetic moment per one Co atom. 

In conclusion, the authors regard it as their pleasant 
duty to thank their colleagues of the Low Temperature 
Physics Chair in the Physics Department of the Moscow 
State University, directed by Corresponding Member of 
the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences A. I. Shal'nikov, for 
the supply of liquid helium, N. A. Delyagin for discuss-
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help in this investigation. 
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